ABSTRACT In this paper, we propose two kinds of feature extracting frameworks that can extract cascaded class-specific and class-mixture features, respectively, by taking the restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) as the basic building blocks; we further call them as a CS-RBM and CM-RBM feature extractor. The discriminations of features from both CS-RBM and CM-RBM are verified better than the class-independent (traditional) RBM (CI-RBM) feature extractor. As one mini-batch samples are randomly selected from all classes during the training phase of the traditional RBM, which can make that the above mini-batch data contain easy-confusing samples from different categories. Therefore, the features from CI-RBM are difficult to distinguish these samples from the confused categories. CS-RBM and CM-RBM can overcome the above sample confusing problem efficiently and effectively. To cope with the real-valued input samples, we further extend the binary RBM to Gaussian-Bernoulli RBM (GBRBM), leading to the CS-GBRBM (CM-GBRBM) feature extracting framework. Experiments on binary datasets, i.e., MNIST and USPS, scene image dataset (Scene-15), and object image dataset (Coil-100), well verify the above facts and show the competitive results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) [1] , [2] is a bipartite undirected graphical model, and RBM has become the building blocks of many complex generative models such as Deep Belief Networks (DBN) [3] , Deep Boltzmann Machine (DBM) [4] and Auto-Encoders [5] . Since Hinton and Salakhutdinov, [5] proposed the layer-wise training strategy in 2006, RBM and many variants based on RBM have become extensively attractive to researchers; the prevalence of research works on neural networks is due to their successful applications to various problems, e.g., feature extraction, object recognition, and image hashing [4] - [6] .
Generally, RBM consists of an input layer, hidden layer, and there exist full connections between these two layers; there are no connections between nodes within input layer or within hidden layer (Fig. 1) . RBMs are originally trained in an unsupervised manner by Contrastive Divergence (CD) algorithm [2] . Beside taken as the basic building block for constructing deep models, each RBM unit can also be seen as one feature extractor [7] . Specifically, by passing original training and test samples through layers of RBMs, we can get new training and test samples, which are probabilities of the topmost hidden layer w.r.t. original input samples. The generated features can be used to train new classifiers and conduct prediction, and high performance is usually achieved [7] .
However, one mini-batch samples are randomly selected from all classes during the training of traditional RBM (we call it as CI-RBM), which can make the above mini-batch data contain easy-confusing samples from different categories; taking category ''3'' and ''5'' from MNIST dataset [8] as an example, the shapes of bottom half for them are similar (Figure 2 ), which are easy confusing categories during training; therefore, the features from CI-RBM is difficult to distinguish the samples from confused categories. The above situation is usually named as Feature-Sharing (FS) problem. Inherent similarities of samples from different classes can result in worse discrimination of the learnt features, thus the classifier learnt from these features usually has weak performance. To overcome the FS problem, Luo et al. [9] propose a hybrid 3-order RBM, in which the hidden units are divided into class-relevant and class-irrelevant parts. The hybrid 3-order RBM can overcome FS to some extent, but the inference of the maximum likelihood is very complex, especially as it needs to sample four times at each CD step. Moreover, Larochelle et al. [10] propose discriminative RBM, which is trained by combining discriminative and generative training objectives, therefore the discrimination of the learnt features is enhanced; the increased discrimination by this DRBM model is obtained through the discriminative updating of weights, which is similar as the fine-tuning of DBN [3] . The difference between DRBM and fine-tuning of DBN lies in the different discriminative objectives. Though fine-tuning weights can increase the discrimination of final output features, it can also destroy the structure of the original RBM model [11] . To avoid the feature sharing problem in face recognition, some research works [12] , [13] advocate to learn one dictionary for each class.
In this paper, without modifying the structure of RBM, to avoid FS problem directly, we propose two feature extracting frameworks, namely, the cascaded CS-RBM, and cascaded CM-RBM feature extractor. CS-RBM and CM-RBM are RBMs trained using single-class samples and non-easy confusing class samples, respectively. To group the non-easy confusing classes together, a class grouping procedure based on the class centers is also proposed in this paper. After training all CS-RBM (CM-RBM), we use the cascaded CS-RBM (CM-RBM) as our final features which is more discriminative than CI-RBM features. Therefore, samples from each class have no need to iterate the same epoch as CI-RBM due to our class-specific training strategy, which can improve the discrimination of the cascaded features to some extent. For the convenience of description, in this paper, we use CS-RBM and CM-RBM to denote the whole feature extracting architecture of the cascaded CS-RBM and CM-RBM, respectively, and we use CI-RBM to denote the traditional RBM-based feature extracting procedure. Moreover, to cope with real-valued input samples, we extend the binary RBM to Gaussian-Bernoulli RBM (GBRBM), thus leading to the CS-GBRBM (CM-GBRBM) feature extracting framework.
The rest of this paper is organized as follow: in Section II, we give an introduction about RBM and Contrastive Divergence on which all our training process are based. In Section III, we introduce the classification architecture based on CS-RBM, CM-RBM. The experimental results are illustrated in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes this paper and indicates the future works.
II. RESTRICTED BOLTZMANN MACHINES AND CONTRASTIVE DIVERGENCE
Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) is simplified architecture from MRF model [14] , and it consists of two layers called as hidden layer and visible layer 1. Denote v ∈ {0, 1} D , h ∈ {0, 1} F as the random variables corresponding to the input and hidden layer, respectively; then the energy function of the RBM model is as follows
are unknown parameters that need to be learnt; specifically, w ij indicates the interaction terms between the visible unit i and the hidden unit j; b, c are bias terms w.r.t. visible layer and hidden layer respectively. We further formulate the joint distribution of the visible and hidden layer as follows
in Eqn. (2) , Z (θ ) is the partition function, and is denoted as
Z (θ) is hard to be calculated within polynomial time. Based on the above definitions, we further denote the probability of visible variable v, assigned by taking summing of Eqn. (2) w.r.t. h, as follows
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Similarly, given the visible vector v, the conditional probability on the j hidden unit is
In Eqn. (5) and Eqn. (6), σ (x) = 1 1+exp(−x) . Denote the training data as
, y i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , C}, where C is the category number; the log likelihood of the n training samples can be written as (θ) = n i=1 log P x (i) ; θ ; by taking derivative of (θ ) w.r.t. parameter θ , we get
where g(x) P(x) represents the expectation of g(x) w.r.t. probability density function (PDF) P(x). The first term in Eqn. (7) is easy to be calculated, while exact calculation of the second term in Eqn. (7) will take exponential time. It is intractable for parameter learning from Eqn. (7) towards large scale dataset in the real world. To solve Eqn. (7) efficiently, an approximation algorithm, named as contrastive divergence (CD) [2] , should be utilized; specifically, P(x,h) can be approximated by P t ; here P t is a distribution function obtained by running a Gibbs sampling for t times, and if we set T = ∞, P t can converge to the true function P(x, h).
The above learning algorithm is usually carried out in minibatch data, therefore the number of samples in Eqn. (7) is modified from n to K , here K is the mini-batch size. By substitute θ with w ij , a j , b j , the gradient of them are deduced as follows
where x (s)− is obtained by sampling from p(x|h (s) ), and h (s) is obtained by sampling from p(h|x (s) ).
III. THE HYBRID CLASSIFICATION FRAMEWORK
In this section, we introduce the detailed procedure of the CS-RBM framework and the CM-RBM framework, respectively; after the feature extracting step, we utilize Linear SVM to conduct classifier training and prediction. Let the training 
, and testing data samples
Output: Extracted features for both training and testing samples.
Train a multiple layer CS-RBM model based on
, here we suppose that we train a two layer CS-RBM, and the iteration epochs for different CS-RBMs can be different. 3: Store the parameters of the two-layer CS-RBM models, i.e., (W (1) i , a (1) i ), and (W (2) i , a (2) i ). 4 : end for 5: 
Calculate the transformed feature for training sample x
Cascading the transformed features from C CS-RBMs, rewrite it as:
Calculate the transformed feature for testing sample z i w.r.t. each class:
11:
Cascading the transformed features from C CS-RBMs, rewrite it as: z i = ftr 
are all these N i samples that belong to the i category, and we suppose C i=1 N i = N which indicates that there are totally N training samples to be processed. We further denote the testing samples as
are unknown labels that need to be predicted.
A. CS-RBM BASED FEATURE EXTRACTING ARCHITECTURE
For class specific RBM (CS-RBM), we need to train C RBMs; Particularly, for the tth CS-RBM, the training samples are x
by layer-wisely training multiple CS-RBMs, we can get these multi-layer CS-RBM feature extractors; therefore, for the totally C categories, we should train C multi-layer CS-RBM feature extractors. To obtain the final features for afterward classifier training, we pass each of the N training samples through all these C CS-RBMs, thus leading to C class-specific features for this sample; by further cascading these C features, we can obtain the feature representation w.r.t. this sample; in the same way, we can get the feature representations of all the training and testing samples.
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Different CS-RBM is trained by samples from the different category, thus we assume that the obtained C features (for one input sample) can reflect different aspects w.r.t. these C categories; By cascading them together instead of other feature fusing strategy, the final feature representation can preserve more discriminative information. The detailed feature extracting procedure for CS-RBM is illustrated in Algorithm 1.
B. CM-RBM BASED FEATURE EXTRACTING ARCHITECTURE
For CM-RBM, we first need to divide the C categories into L groups, making that each group at least contains samples from one category. As for the dividing strategy for samples from different classes, two approaches are proposed, i.e., 1) divide the samples based on the sample shapes ( Figure 2 ), and 2) divide the samples based on the betweenclass-distance (BCD) of different classes. The BCD for the C categories can be obtained by calculating the distances between the class centers w.r.t. the corresponding samples; the proposed group partition procedure based on BCD is detailed in Algorithm 2.
Specifically, in Algorithm 2, step 4-11 deals with the case that each partitioned group only has two classes; step 12-26 copes with the situation that each clustered group has more than three classes. The main procedures for group partition in Algorithm 2 are 1) calculating the maximum location (r,w) of matrix B (step 6); 2) set the elements of the rth row and cth column as zeros in B (step 8-10); 3) if n equals to 2, the procedure for finding the class indexes of the ith in matrix G is finished, whilst, if n is larger than 2, we further calculate the location p of the row sum for the reshaped matrix (temp) (step 14-17); 4) set the elements in locations (p, r), (p, c), (r, p), and (c, p) as zeros (step 18-20); and 5) we continue to find new class indexes (numbers in the ith row of G) in the same way as finding class indexes c, r, and p.
In this paper, we mainly utilize approach 1) to divide the samples into corresponding groups; moreover, we validate the effectiveness of approach 2). Then after dividing samples into L groups, each group will have the definite number of samples from definite classes, moreover, the intersection of any two groups is null, and the BCDs of different groups should be relatively large. For each of the L groups, we train corresponding CM-RBM (trained by samples from the counterpart group), the layers of which can be larger than one, and the layers of each CM-RBM can differ. Obviously, the CM-RBM is equivalent to the CS-RBM while the group samples are from one single class. The later procedure and cascaded strategy for CM-RBM are similar to CS-RBM, which is discussed in subsection III-A.
C. THE COMPLETE CLASSIFICATION FRAMEWORK
Given the trained CS-RBM, CM-RBM and CI-RBM, in this section, we consider the complete classification framework. Specifically, for its effectiveness and efficiency, we choose
Algorithm 2 The Class Grouping Procedure
Input: Training data samples { x
number, and n is the category number in each group; Here we suppose that each group has the same number of categories, thus C = g × n.
∈ R C×d as the class centor matrix. 3: Calculate the Euclidean distance matrix S ∈ R C×C for X ; here,
if n=2 then 8 :
end for 11: end if 12: if n ≥ 3 then 13: for j = 3→n do 14: for k = 1→len(find(G(i, :) > 0)) do 15 : 16: end for 17: [ , p] = max(sum(temp)); 18: for
end for 21 : 22: end for 23 :
end for 26: end if 27 : end for linear SVM classifier [11] , [15] - [17] to conduct parameter training and prediction. Moreover, we use LIBSVM 1 in our experiments. To cope with the multi-class classification task, we use the one-vs-one manner to train the SVM classifier, which has been implemented in the LIBSVM toolbox. In addition, the penalty parameter C for linear SVM is selected from {0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1} in all our experiments.
As an example, Figure 3 illustrates the pipeline of the complete classification architecture based on CS-RBM and linear SVM. Similarly, by substituting the CS-RBM feature extractor with the CM-RBM feature extractor in Figure 3 , we get the classification procedure based on CM-RBM extractor. To further improve the discrimination of the learnt features, we can train each CS-RBM and/or CM-RBM by using a different number of iterations, whilst, the number of iterations for CI-RBM is fixed w.r.t. samples from different classes; therefore, in the aspects of iteration numbers, we can conclude that CS-RBM and CM-RBM are more flexible compared with CI-RBM.
D. EXTENSIONS TO GAUSSIAN-BERNOULLI RBM FEATURE EXTRACTING FRAMEWORKS
In this part, to cope with datasets with real-valued inputs, we discuss the Gaussian-Bernoulli RBM (GBRBM) [18] . By changing the binary neurons
(1) to real-valued visible neurons, and meanwhile, the binary neurons h j (j = 1, 2, · · · , F) in Eqn. (1) are preserved the same as before. The energy function of GB-RBM is reformulated as follows:
where the notations of w ij , b i , a j are the same as the ones in Eqn. (1),
is the standard deviation associated with a Gaussian visible node v i . Then, based on the Gaussian-Bernoulli RBM, we can deduce the feature extracting frameworks for coping with real-valued inputs.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct experiments on two widely used handwritten numerical datasets, i.e., MNIST [19] and USPS [20] datasets, a scene image dataset, i.e., Scene-15 [21] , and an object image dataset, i.e., Coil-100 [22] .
A. THE MNIST EXPERIMENTS
The MNIST 2 dataset consists of 60,000 training and 10,000 test images of ten handwritten digits (0-9). Each sample in the MNIST dataset is resized to 28 × 28 pixels, while stacked as a single column vector, the dimension becomes 784. As for the parameter settings for CS-RBM, CM-RBM, and CI-RBM, by referring [5] and [23] , the learning rate is set as 0.05, CD (Contrastive Divergence) is set as 3, and the weight-decay is selected by cross-validation and further set as 0.00001. We divide the training set into small mini-batch of approximately 100. There is no supervised finetuning in all our experiments.
For CS-RBM, the following CS-RBMs are trained: 1) one hidden layer CS-RBMs, and the number of nodes for the first hidden layer can be taken from {500, 1000, 1500, 2000}; 2) two hidden layer CS-RBMs, the number of nodes of the first hidden layer is 500 (the found best parameter setting in 1)), and the number of nodes of the second hidden layer is taken from {500, 1000, 1500, 2000}; and 3) three hidden layer CS-RBMs, the number of nodes of the first and the second hidden layer are both 500, the number of nodes of the third layer is taken from {500, 1000, 1500, 2000}. Then, by using Algorithm 1 under the setting of the 1), 2) and 3), the dimensions of the obtained features will vary from 5000 to 20000.
In Table 1 , we list the best results obtained by linear SVM based on the abovementioned features from different architectures, as defined in 1), 2), and 3). By experimental evaluation, the parameter settings achieving the best result is as follows: 784-500-500 layer architecture, and max-epoch equals to 29; we call the above used CS-RBMs achieving best classification rate as CS-RBM_best. To visualize the filters of the 1st layer from it, we draw the randomly selected 20 filters from each CS-RBM_best (Figure 4) . From Figure 4 , it can be seen that the filters from the first layer of the CS-RBM_best can reflect the profiles of the raw digit images. Note that there are ten CS-RBM_best w.r.t. different class for the MNIST dataset; in Figure 4 , the drawn filters in the 1th row, the 2th row,· · · ,the Cth row are from CS-RBM_best-0,CS-RBM_best-1,· · · , CS-RBM_best-C, respectively; here, CS-RBM_best-i, (i = 1, 2, · · · , C) is the CS-RBM_best model which is trained by using samples from class i.
For CM-RBM feature extractors, we choose the training samples based on the sample shapes (as discussed in Section III-B). For example, considering that digit ''2'' and ''3'' has similar up half shapes, we assume that samples from class ''2'' and ''3'' should be not grouped together to train one CM-RBM extractor. If we consider all possible groupings, there exist hundreds of sample grouping manners. To illustrate the point, we train the following combination models: 1) CM-RBM (01) (CM-RBM (01) is the CM-RBM model which is trained by using samples from class ''0'' and class ''1'', later notation is similar) + CS-RBM (0−9/01) (CS-RBM (0−9/01) indicates eight CS-RBM models w.r.t. class ''2'', class ''3'',· · · , and class ''9'' by excluding CS-RBM models trained on class ''0'' and ''1'', later notation is similar); this combination is further abbreviated as CM-RBM (01) +CS-RBM (0−9/01) ; 2) CM-RBM (13) +CS-RBM (0−9/13) ; 3) CM-RBM (18) + CS-RBM (0−9/18) ; 4) CM-RBM (23) +CS-RBM (0−9/23) ; 5) CM-RBM (35) +CS-RBM (0−9/35) . In this paper, we only train CM-RBM models by utilizing samples from two classes, the rest eight classes are used to train eight CS-RBM models, thus leading to the above five representative combination models. Other types of model combination is also possible. (18) , CM-RBM (13) , CM-RBM (35) and CM-RBM (23) . The best parameter settings of the above 5 models are as follows: all CS-RBM models are 784-500-500 architecture, max-epoch is set as 29; for CM-RBM (01) and CM-RBM (08) , architecture is 784-1000-1000, max-epoch is 50; for CM-RBM (13) and CM-RBM (23) , architecture is 784-1000-1000, max-epoch is 31; for CM-RBM (35) , architecture is 784-1000-1000, max-epoch is 29. The filters of these CM-RBM models are illustrated in Figure 5 , from which, we can conclude that 1) row 4 and row 5 each has one bad filter (the white square); the possible reason for this lies in that confusing similarities between class ''2'' and class''3'', and between class ''3'' and class ''5'' exist; specifically, digit ''2'' and ''3'' has similar up half shapes, and digit ''3'' and ''5'' has similar bottom half shapes; and 2) the filters (stacking shapes of two digits) is different from the ones (single digit shapes) in Figure 4 ;
For CI-RBM, to find the best parameter settings for classification, we have tried one layer, two layers, and three-layer CI-RBM with the number of nodes of hidden layer taking from {500, 1000, 1500, 2000}; trained max-epoch, and other hyper-parameters are recommended by [23] . Finally, we find the top two parameter settings, i.e., 1) the architecture is 784-2500, and max-epoch is 54, and 2) the architecture is 784-500-2000, and max-epoch is 31. Figure 6 presents the randomly selected 60 filters for the best one layer and two layers CI-RBM.
From Table 1 , it can be concluded that 1) the performances of the evaluated CS-RBM and CM-RBM models outperform or at least on par with that of the CI-RBM model; 2) Cascaded features from CS-RBM and CI-RBM can lead to an error rate of 1.12%, which is competitive in the permutation-invariant version of MNIST; note that in all our experiments, any data augmentation is not utilized, and only linear SVM classifier is taken. Actually, relative low improvement on MMIST dataset is difficult based on neural network models such as RBM; therefore, the improvements in this paper is still relatively large, e.g., 1.23% versus 1.81% for CS-RBM and DRBM, and 1.12% versus 1.41% for CS-RBM+CI-RBM and RBM+NNet [10] .
B. THE USPS EXPERIMENTS
USPS 3 is a well known US Postal Service recognition task. There are little RBM based methods to conduct experiments on this dataset. We choose this dataset, by conducting experiments, to verify the facts that the performances of CS-RBM and CM-RBM are better than that of the CI-RBM. USPS dataset contains normalized gray-scale images of handwritten digits (0-9), with 16×16 pixels. The data set consists of a training set of 7291 images and a test set of 2007 images. The samples from different classes in the training set are not balanced (about 500-1000 images per class). The parameter settings for this experiment are as follows, i.e., unified adaptive learning rate (initial value is 0.1), CD (=3), weight decay (=0.00001), and mini-batch (=50). For CS-RBM, we trained models with one and two hidden layer. The optimal configure is 256-1000 architecture, and max-epoch is set as 39. For CM-RBM, we consider the following settings, i.e., 1) CM-RBM (01) +CS-RBM (0−9/01) 4 ; for CM-RBM (01) architecture is 256-2000, max-epoch is 72; for CS-RBM (0−9/01) : architecture is 256-1000, and maxepoch is 39; 2) CM-RBM (18) +CS-RBM (0−9/18) ; for CM-RBM (18) : architecture is 256-2000, and max-epoch is 19; for CS-RBM (0−9/18) , architecture is 256-1000, and maxepoch is 39; 3) for CM-RBM (13) +CS-RBM (0−9/13) ; for CM-RBM (13) , architecture is 256-2000, and max-epoch is 65; for CS-RBM (0−9/13) , architecture is 256-1000, and max-epoch is 39. For CI-RBM, the optimal configure is that architecture is 256-500, and max-epoch is 25 . The results are listed in Table 2 , from which we conclude that the proposed methods are better or on par with the classical methods on the invariant version of the USPS dataset.
C. THE SCENE-15 EXPERIMENTS
To demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed classification framework while taking the real-valued samples (such as natural images or features of them) as input, we take the Gaussian-Bernoulli (Gaussian-Binary) RBM (GBRBM) as the basic feature extractor. For Gaussion Binary RBM, its visible layer can take real-valued data as input, and the output of its hidden layer is still binary. Therefore, we can handle the natural image dataset, i.e., Scene-15 [21] , which consists of 4,485 images from fifteen scene categories (see Figure 7) . For Scene-15, we use the publicly available features [43] , whose dimension is 3,000D. As for the training/test set partition manner, the same as [43] , we randomly select 100 samples per class for constructing the training set, the rest of samples from each class are put together to serve as the test set. The reported numbers of classification rates are the average accuracies w.r.t. five training/test splits.
For the class-specific GBRBM (CS-GBRBM), we evaluate the architectures with one or two hidden layers, and the number of the hidden nodes is selected from {500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 3500, 4000}. Actually, given the output samples (binary) from GBRBM, the afterward building blocks are all Binary-Binary RBM, which is the same as the evaluated experiments on MNIST and USPS. In this part, we only focus on the experiments of the CS-GBRBM and compare its performance with the CI-GBRBM on the Scene-15 dataset. The found best parameter settings for CS-GBRBM are 1) 3000-6000 architecture, and 2) other parameters are similar to the experiments in MNIST and USPS datasets. For CI-GBRBM, we found the best parameter settings are 1) 3000-4000 architecture, and 2) other parameters for CI-GBRBM training are similar to that of CS-GBRBM. From the listed results in Table 3 , we can conclude that 1) CS-GBRBM feature extractor can get discriminative cascaded features, when combined with linear SVM, remarkable improvements have been achieved; 2) the performance of the CS-GBRBM features is better than CI-RBM features, the improvement is about 2 % percentage; 3) the performance of CS-GBRBM is competitive compared with the state of the art results on Scene-15 dataset.
D. THE COIL-100 EXPERIMENTS
In this subsection, we further conduct experiments on the Coil-100 dataset. Coil-100 dataset [22] is an object recognition dataset consisting of 100 categories with different light conditions. The input features for Coil-100 are 32×32 gray-scale pixels. We randomly select 30 images per class for serving as the training set, and the rest images are taken as the testing set. The parameter settings for CI-GBRBM, CS-GBRBM, and CM-GBRBM are detailed as follows, 1) we use single layer network architectures in all our experiments; 2) the number of the hidden nodes for CI-GBRBM are experimentally selected from {50 × 100, 100 × 100, 200 × 100, 300 × 100, 400 × 100, 500 × 100, 600 × 100}; 3) the number of the hidden nodes for CS-GBRBM are selected from {50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600}; 4) CM-GBRBM takes the proposed class grouping procedure (Algorithm 2) to divide the 100 classes into 25 groups (g = 20), wherein each group has 4 categories (n = 4); 5) the number of hidden nodes for CM-GBRBM is selected from {50 × 4, 100 × 4, 200 × 4, 300 × 4, 400 × 4, 500 × 4, 600 × 4}; 5) other parameters for GBRBM training, e.g., learning rates, weight decay and momentum, are the same as the experiments about Scene-15 dataset. Through the above settings of the hidden nodes, the dimensions of the final cascaded features will be the same. The best results for the proposed methods and the compared counterpart ones are listed in Table 4 .
E. THE INFLUENCE OF THE NUMBER OF HIDDEN NODES
In this part, we take Scene-15 dataset as an example to conduct experiments by varying the number of hidden nodes for CS-GBRBM and DRBM. Specifically, for fair comparisons, 1) we use the single layer architecture for the above two methods; 2) the number of the hidden nodes for CS-GBRBM is taken from D 1 = {200, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000}, thus the dimensions of the cascaded features (for linear SVM training) are D 2 = {200 × 15, 500 × 15, 1000 × 15, 2000 × 15, 3000 × 15, 4000 × 15, 5000 × 15, 6000 × 15}; and 3) the hidden nodes for DRBM are also taken from D 2 . From Figure 8 , it can be concluded that 1) CS-GBRBM under different dimensions still achieves remarkable performances, and the accuracy tends to be stable while the dimension is larger than 3000 × 15; 2) CS-GBRBM is consistenly better than DRBM uder different dimensions. 
F. DISCUSSION ABOUT THE CLASS GROUPING PROCEDURE
In this part, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed class grouping procedure (Algorithm 2); We take both Scene-15 and Coil-100 as examples to conduct experiments under one layer of the architecture. For Scene-15 dataset, we set the group number g as 5, and class number n in each group as 3, respectively. For Coil-100 dataset, we set the group number g and the class number n in each group as 25 and 4, respectively. For Scene-15, to ensure that the dimensions of the cascaded feature is the same as CS-RBM, the number of the hidden nodes of CM-RBM is taken from D 3 = {200 × 3, 500 × 3, 1000 × 3, 2000 × 3, 3000 × 3, 4000 × 3, 5000 × 3, 6000 × 3}, thus the dimensions of the cascaded features (for linear SVM training) are also from D 2 (the same as section IV-E); for Coil-100, the number of hidden nodes for CS-RBM are taken from D 4 = {50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600}, therefore the dimensions of the cascaded features are from D 4 × 100; similarly, for the CM-RBM model, the number of hidden nodes are from D 5 = {200, 400, 800, 1200, 1600, 2000, 2400}, thus the dimensions of the generated cascaded features is the same as the ones for CS-RBM. We draw the accuracy-dimension curves for both Scene-15 and Coil-100 datasets, under the CS-RBM and the CM-RBM settings. It can be seen from Figure 9 that the CM-GBRBM methods are better than CS-GBRBM methods consistently on both datasets.
G. VISUALIZATION
In section IV-A and section IV-B, we have verified that the discriminative power of CS-RBM features and CM-RBM features (Algorithm 1) is better than CI-RBM based on a unified linear SVM classifier. The intrinsic reason for the introducing better discrimination lies in that our algorithm can reduce the feature sharing problem (e.g., shape similarity) to some extent. In this section, we attempt to directly observe the discriminative power of the features from CS-RBM and CI-RBM (two-layer architectures are utilized for both of them). We consider one contrastive experiment using 8 classes (0-7) on the MNIST dataset. We use the same parameter settings as section IV-A, which have been verified efficiently for the afterward SVM classifier. We randomly select 100, 300, and 500 samples per class for these totally eight classes from the test set of the MNIST data. Therefore, we obtain three groups of features by running Algorithm 1 for CS-RBM. Similarly, we obtain another three groups of features for CI-RBM. The dimensions for CS-RBM and CI-RBM are 5000D and 2000D, respectively. Finally, through PCA [45] , [46] , we reduce the dimensions of the above features to 2D and draw these 2D points on the 2D space to observe the separability of the two kinds of features. From Figure 10 , it is clear that points (on the left half of the figure) from CS-RBM is more separate (thus discriminative) than points (on the right half of the figure) from CI-RBM. 
H. TIME COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
In this part, we take Scene-15 as an example to evaluate the time consumptions of CI-GBRBM, CS-GBRBM and CM-GBRBM feature extracting algorithms. Specifically, the RBM architecture for evaluating the time consumption is 3000-7500 for CI-GBRBM; For fair comparisons, the corresponding architectures w.r.t. CS-GBRBM and CM-GBRBM are 3000-500 and 3000-1500, thus making the final cascaded features having the same dimensions as CI-RBM, i.e., 7500D feature representations. Note that for CM-GBRBM, we group the classes into five groups with each group having three categories. As for the time consumptions of the compared methods, reference [34] can be referred. The time consumptions of the proposed algorithm consist of GBRBM training time consumption (T tr_GBRBM ), SVM training time consumption (T tr_SVM ) and SVM testing time consumption(T ts_SVM ). T tr_GBRBM for CM-GBRBM is further composed of the class grouping time (Algorithm 2) T tr1_grouping and the GBRBM training time T tr2_GBRBM ; for CI-GBRBM and CS-GBRBM, the number of T tr1_grouping equals to 0, due to that no class grouping is needed. We draw the specific numbers for T tr_GBRBM (+T tr1_grouping +T tr2_GBRBM ), T tr1_grouping , T tr2_GBRBM , T tr_SVM and T ts_SVM for illustrating the time consumptions (Figure 11) . Specifically, MATLAB R2014b on a PC with 16GB memory is taken as the platform for evaluating the time consumptions.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we propose two feature extracting frameworks, termed as CS-RBM and CM-RBM feature extractor. Specifically, CS-RBM and CM-RBM are trained using samples from particular classes; for CS-RBM, each RBM is trained by feeding samples from one single class, meanwhile, CM-RBM is trained by using samples from none easy confusing classes. The maximum iterating epoch for different CS-RBM and CM-RBM can be flexible. The cascaded features from CS-RBM and/or CM-RBM is further fed into the linear SVM classifier, thus leading to the complete classification framework. Experimental results on MNIST (Err:1.12) and USPS is superior or on par with state-of-the-art methods on permutation invariant version of these datasets. Moreover, the visualized separability of the features based on our methods (CS-RBM) is better than traditional RBM model (CI-RBM). Particularly, our methods are straightforward and can achieve comparable or even better results compared with complex deep RBM models, such as DBN and DBM. To handle real-valued input samples, we further extend the binary RBM to Gaussian-Bernoulli RBM (GBRBM), therefore leading to the CS-GBRBM (CM-GBRBM) feature extracting framework. Experiments on the natural scene image dataset (Scene-15) further demonstrate the superiority of the proposed classification framework.
In the future, we will consider to apply the class-specific and/or class-mixture training strategies into other deep neural networks (e.g., the convolutional neural networks), to improve the discrimination of the learnt features. 
